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PRESIDENTS UPDATE

equality
is better for

US all

In her final column as
CNWLS president, Carol
Draycott discusses the
progress made and
needed for women in
law.

BY

This is my final newsletter as
President. The Society AGM on
20th February will see me step
down and Osian Roberts will
become the new President for
CNWLS.
As this coincides with the start
of a new year, and the start of a
new decade, it is a good time for
me to reflect on my year in office.
WOMEN IN LAW IN NUMBERS
I became President in 2019 as
the legal profession celebrated
100 years of Women in the Law,
a great year to be the 7th woman
President of CNWLS.
During the year we have
increased membership on the
committee, with many more
females joining us.
The latest statistics from the
Law Society show that of
140,000 solicitors with practising
certificates, 70,000 are now
female. This is an increase of 4%
in a year.
The predictions are that by
2022, there will be 10,000
more females with practising
certificates than males, reversing
a 10,000 deficit in 2010.
Of those newly admitted to the
profession in July 2017 61.6%
were women, a figure 30% higher
than ten years ago.
However, the number of women
in leadership roles in the
profession does not reflect the
overall number of women in the
profession.

Nor does it reflect the continuing
work by Christina Blacklaws on
women in leadership roles in the
legal profession, aiming to raise
awareness of the imbalance and
making the profession a better
place for women to work in.

There is no doubt at all that the
profession benefits from an
increase in diversity within its
ranks, but may need to look at its
practises to ensure it is being as
open and inclusive to everyone
as it should be.

As more females enter the
profession this will, hopefully,
naturally redress that balance.
However, there are still many
ways in which the profession as
a whole operates which is not
inclusive.

Only recently, on 28th January,
The Times ran a front page article
about a call for employers to stop
sports talk in the workplace to
help promote a more inclusive
working atmosphere, especially
for women. This clearly shows
the imbalance and inclusivity
issues mentioned are not
confined to the legal profession,
but it would be good if we could
lead the way on addressing them.

JUNIOR LAWYERS GUIDELINES
I was interested to see the
guidelines produced by the Junior
Lawyers Division on creating a
healthy alcohol culture, which
was picked up by the national
media. We have included a
feature on the report on page
12, but briefly, it was launched
around ‘Dry January’ with the
aim of promoting awareness
and creating opportunities to
foster a healthier, more inclusive,
approach to work-related
activities.

I applaud the Junior Lawyers
for taking action on this and
look forward to them helping to
shape the future, fully inclusive,
profession.

Not aimed directly at promoting
an environment which is more
inclusive for women, stopping
to consider what we do around
socialising and networking as a
profession can only lead to more
events which are open to all.
One issue that has been raised
with me is why most events and
seminars are outside normal
working hours, a question that is
difficult to answer other than to
say that is what we have always
done – maybe now is a time to
change that?

CAROL DRAYCOTT
@CNWLAWSOCIETY|CNWLS.CO.UK

EVENTS SCHEDULE

ANNUAL
DINNER 2020

OUT & ABOUT

EV E N TS 202 0
THUR 20 FEBRUARY

FRI 28 FEBRUARY

THURS 5 MARCH

AGM &
DRINKS RECEPTION

CNWLS
ANNUAL DINNER

CRIMINAL LAW UPDATE

5pm - 7pm

7pm - middnight

Crowne Plaza, Chester

Crowne Plaza, Chester

With St John’s Buildings
at
St. Asaph

THURS 12 MARCH

THURS 2 APRIL

THURS 14 MAY

CYBER AWARENESS - IMPACT
ON SMALL FIRMS

PROPERTY ODDITITIES

EMPLOYMENT LAW UPDATE

With James Brindley,
TLO Risk at
University of Law, Chester

With Brian Wake,
Excello Law at
University of Law, Chester

With St John’s Buildings
at
University of Law, Chester

WED 17 JUNE

TUES 15 SEPTEMBER

THURS 24 SEPTEMBER

RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY
UPDATE
With Richard Snape
at
St Asaph

LTT HOT TOPIC

WILLS & PROBATE

With Welsh Revenue
Authority
at
University of Law, Chester

With St John’s Buildings
at
University of Law, Chester

THURS 22 OCTOBER

THURS 12 NOVEMBER

TUES 24 NOVEMBER

LEASEHOLD
ENFRANCHISEMENT

PUBLIC AUTHORITIES’
LIABILITY FOR NEGLIGENCE

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
UPDATE

With Jane Canham,
Storrar Cowdry
at
University of Law, Chester

With Emma Roberts,
Chester University
at
University of Law, Chester

With Richard Snape
at
University of Law, Chester

‘Like’ our Facebook page and keep up to date with
our latest activities. .
CHESHIRE VALUERS
DINNER
On 21st November, Carol
Draycott represented the
CNWLS at the Cheshire Valuers’
annual dinner in Tarporley.

LIVERPOOL LAW SOCIETY
DINNER

COUNTY SOCIETIES
GROUP

In November, Carol Draycott
attended the Liverpool Law
Society’s 192nd Annual Dinner.
Liverpool Society President Chris
Topping hosted the event with
over 250 guests gathered at
the remarkable setting of The
Shanky Hotel for a yearly event
of good food and wine, and even
better company.

The county societies group,
which brings together society
committee representatives from
Cheshire & North Wales, Devon
& Somerset, Kent, Newcastle
Leicester and Surrey, met on
6th February with the SRA in
Birmingham. You can read more
about the SRA meeting on page
17.

CHESTER BUSINESS CLUB
DINNER

CHESTER ASSOCIATION
OF PROPERTY
PROFESSIONALS

Osian Roberts was invited to
attend the Chester Business
Club Dinner in November at the
city’s Queen Hotel.

The society’s biggest social
event is taking place on
Friday 28th February.
Incoming President Osian Roberts
will host a refreshed take on our
annual dinner – dancing shoes are
a must!
We are excited to present a
refreshed format for our annual
dinner as we welcome in a new
decade and a new President.
We look forward to welcoming
CNWLS members and guests,
Junior Lawyers Division and CILEx
members, counsel and law students
to the Chester Crowne Plaza as
we celebrate the region’s legal
profession.
There will be incredible prizes to
be won on the night as we raise
funds for the incoming President’s
nominated charities, Parkinson’s
and Hope House.
Friday 28th February 2020
7.00 pm for 7.45 pm
Crowne Plaza, Chester
Evening Dress
Carriages at 12.00 am

28ain Chwefror 2020
7.00 pm for 7.45 pm
Ngwesty Crowne Plaza Caer

All seminars are free to attend for CNWLS members. Full details for each seminar
and all other events, including socials, will be shared by email, social media and
on our website closer to the dates.

The society was represented
by Carol Draycott at the
Chester Association of Property
Professionals’ annual dinner on
29th November at the Chester
Grosvenor.

7.00 ar gyfer 7.45 y.h i
orffen am 12.00 y nos.
Gwisg, ffurfiol (tei bô du)

With thanks to
event sponsors

DUAL

@CNWLAWSOCIETY|CNWLS.CO.UK
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GUEST FEATURE

PROMOTING
TRUE
EQUALITY
The Women Lawyers
Division of the Law Society
discusses some of its key
objectives for the year
ahead to support junior
lawyers in England and
Wales.

BY
WOMEN LAWYERS DIVISION

The Law Society’s Women Lawyers
Division supports and advises all
women solicitors and aspiring
women solicitors, from trainees to
retirees. Members of the division
benefit from a programme of
events, opinions from industry
experts, news articles, interviews
and being at the cutting edge of
discussions around women in law.
PROMOTING TRUE EQUALITY FOR
WOMEN IN LAW
This is year, our focus remains on
the Women in Leadership in Law
project. The key driver behind this
project was the lack of women in
leadership roles. This initiative saw
over 200 women roundtables, male
champion roundtables and toolkits,
culminating in an international
symposium where the Women
in Law Pledge was launched. The
toolkits offered an opportunity for
activism in our day-to-day decisionmaking, empowering women in law
to be change-makers and leaders,
while also engaging men in a
positive, supportive way. The baton
has now been passed to Simon
Davis who continues the highprofile campaign led by Christina
Blacklaws for greater diversity and
gender equality in the profession.
Celebrating our role models
We also continue to shine a light on
our trailblazers and the pioneering
female ‘firsts’ that paved the
way for many. For example, the
Women Lawyers Division recently
hosted an evening with Lady
Hale, the Supreme Court’s first
female President, who gave the
keynote to mark the centenary of
the Sex Disqualification (Removal)
Act 1919. Lady Hale shared her
experiences as a senior woman
in the legal profession and her
journey to the Supreme Court. Her
key message was that there should
be more egalitarian distribution
of roles in households and that

the ‘baby questions’ shouldn’t be
faced by women alone. Male allies
have long supported the struggle
for gender equality. When mothers
change to a flexible work pattern,
they are likely to face a ‘flexibility
stigma’ and the perception that
they are contributing less. The
most effective way to tackle this
stigma, is to encourage more men
to take on part-time and flexible
work.
CAMPAIGNING ON KEY ISSUES THE CALL TO ACTION
The Women in Law pledge,
launched in partnership with
the Bar Council of England and
Wales and the Chartered Institute
of Legal Executives (CILEx), was
created to bring gender equality to
the forefront of the conversation.
The pledge shows a commitment
to supporting the progression
of women into senior roles in
the profession, by focusing
on retention and promotion
opportunities – and setting
clear plans and targets around
gender equality and diversity in
organisations.
Organisations who sign the pledge
will commit to:
•

•

•

support the progression of
women into senior roles in
the profession by focusing
on retention and promotion
opportunities
set clear plans and targets
around gender equality and
diversity for their organisation
publish their action plan
and publicly report on their
progress towards achieving
their goals.

By signing up to the pledge,
organisations are committing to
setting high level targets to make
a difference for gender equality
either within your organisation,

or as an advocate, and champion,
for change. We would like to
encourage legal organisations to
play their part in improving the
diversity of our profession at all
levels by signing the Women in Law
Pledge and committing to make
the changes needed to support
and promote gender equality.
Download the pledge from the Law
Society website.
MEMBERSHIP SUPPORT
Above all, the WLD is here for its
members and we are always happy
to provide advice or assistance.
For more information email
womenlawyers@lawsociety.org.uk.
As a newly appointed member
of the Women Lawyers Division
committee, with initiatives like the
Women in Law Pledge, I am excited
about the future and I look forward
to working with colleagues, the Law
Society and peers in the sector to
ensure the changes we all want
are achieved. As we pass the baton
from the first century to the next ,
it is crucial to look forward to the
next 100 years of women in law,
to ensure that we all do our part
to see equal numbers of men and
women in leadership positions,
receiving equal remuneration. A
fairer and equitable workplace
builds a fairer and more equitable
society – something that we all, as
professionals and individuals, reap
the benefits of.
Amandeep Khasriya is an
associate solicitor specialising
in Major Trauma at Moore
Blatch. She is a WLD committee
member and founder of Women
Back to Law, which campaigns
for greater support for women
returning to the legal profession.

@CNWLAWSOCIETY|CNWLS.CO.UK
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BANKS.

BY Y O UR S ID E? OR CA USING CH A OS F O R
ES T AT ES & EXEC UTRIE S?

HOW ARE YOU FARING UNDER THE

ST aRS?
BY
ACCESS GROUP

BY
DUAL
Earlier last year, Lloyds Banking Group discovered it
was holding more than 190,000 envelopes containing
valuable papers which it could not match to its list of
current customers. After further examination, it was
discovered within these papers were approximately
9,000 wills of customers who had already passed away.
A department at Lloyds was tasked in July with
investigating each case individually and where
appropriate, making contact with the personal
representatives of the estate to inform them of the
existence of the will. The exact number of estates which
were originally distributed incorrectly, is not known,
but the number is thought to be in the hundreds. Some
of the newly discovered wills, had been found to have
been superseded by later dated wills, reducing the
impact on estates.
The missing wills were stored as part of a safe custody
service, which was closed to new customers in 2011.
It appears the valuable papers held by the bank were
put into storage and forgotten about until earlier this
year. Over the last decade, most high street banks have
axed their safe deposit services, as they were often
considered too costly to maintain and run.

Brian Rogers considers the results of a recent poll into law firm
to be registered in the Spanish will registry in Madrid
to be valid. This eliminates the risks associated with a
misplaced will and settles any uncertainty as to where
the will may be, post death.
Missing will insurance forms part of DUAL Asset’s
Comprehensive Executor & Inheritance insurance
policy. The recent admission by Lloyds, goes to show
the difficulties in trying to locate a will after the
deceased has passed away, particularly older wills.
Perhaps made when the deceased last moved house.
Insurance can protect the personal representatives
and also the beneficiaries of the estate, in the event
an unknown will, later dated will, or unknown codicil,
comes to light after the estate has been distributed.
“Hopefully those affected by this unfortunate incident
with Lloyds, will be compensated, but it remains
to be seen whether all losses will be covered”, says
Kate Thorp, Manager of DUAL Asset’s Inheritance &
Protection team. “Hopefully there are no examples of
charities having suffered financial difficulties, because
of their rightful inheritance being delayed. This just
goes to show that a negative response to an enquiry for
a will, should still be treated with a healthy degree of
scepticism.

progress with the new SRA Standards and Regulations.
Our recent webinar looking at the new SRA Standards
and Regulations (STaRs) revealed some very
interesting poll data, which showed a rather mixed
picture of firms’ progress towards full compliance
under the new regime.
We asked the following questions of the audience and
their responses are shown below:
1. Do you believe the SRA would find you compliant
with the STaRs?
a. Yes – 37.5%
b. No – 18%
c. Unsure – 44.5%
2. Have you provided all solicitors with training on
the STaRs?
a. Yes – 66.5%
b. No – 25.5%
c. Unsure – 8%

Lloyds have stated that they will compensate estates if
there has been an incorrect distribution and cover any
additional legal fees. Whether they will cover claims for
interest and possible fines and penalties from HMRC,
if IHT has been incorrectly paid, is still not clear. Any
affected families and charities can make a complaint to
the Financial Ombudsman if they feel they are not being
fully compensated.

Especially with the number of banks, building societies,
solicitor firms and will writing companies, merging,
closing and cutting services, since the last financial
crisis in 2008. The personal representatives should
make sure the estate is adequately protected against
future unknown claims, which could still arise years
after distribution has taken place,” says Kate Thorp.

3. Before today did you know that non-solicitors
have a duty to report serious matters direct to the
SRA?

The UK does not have a national will registry where
all wills have to be registered to be valid. Compare
this to Spain, where if you make a Spanish will, it has

If you wish to discuss Missing Will or Comprehensive
insurance, please contact Kate Thorp – Manager
Executor & Inheritance Protection. kthorp@dualgroup.

There are mixed messages coming out of the
SRA in relation to the reporting by non-solicitors,
for example, it has told some people that direct

com or 020 7337 8775 / 07519129136.

a. Yes – 42.5%
b. No – 57.5%

reporting is required but then told others that this
is not required and that they can report via their
compliance officer as long as they take the same view
that a report is necessary.
Although the latest position taken by the SRA seems
to be the most pragmatic and sensible it does not
provide the clarity firms and non-solicitors are looking
for; until such time as the position is made clearer
you are advised to contact it to see exactly what it
requires. We are in discussion with the SRA over the
position so watch this space!
4. Have you updated your policies and procedures
in line with the STaRs?
a. Yes - 38.5%
b. No - 37%
c. Unsure - 24.5%
The results from Poll 4 clearly show that many firms
did not move ‘seamlessly’ from the old regulatory
regime to the new as expected by the SRA, although
many firms may have taken the view that they could
not possibly be ready when guidance had not been
published by the SRA prior to 25 November.
The SRA is expected to carry out a thematic review of
the new STaRs regime in 2020, so it is important that
you ensure you are as far your journey to the STaRs
as possible.

@CNWLAWSOCIETY|CNWLS.CO.UK
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CHANCERY LANE
<<

WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP
ARE HERE TO STAY

Stephanie Boyce, Law Society of England and
Wales deputy vice-president

WITH
CAROLYN KIRBY & STEPHANIE BOYCE

In this article, which first appeared in the Law
Society Gazette, first female Law Society president
Carolyn Kirby and current deputy vice president
Stephanie Boyce reflect on the centenary of the Sex
Disqualification (Removal) Act, why they decided
to apply to become a Law Society office holder and
their experience of being women in the law.
Carolyn Kirby, first female president of the Law
Society of England and Wales
My introduction to the profession was
inauspicious. At my interview for a training
contract, the senior partner grilled me at length
on every module of the Law Society’s finals
then put me in a room with blank paper and a
moneylender’s agreement with instruction to redraft it in accordance with the Consumer Credit
Act.
A male candidate interviewed on the same day
had a chat with a different partner about rugby –
the senior partner stuck his head round the door
to ask him when he could start.
Despite that, I became the first female trainee
in the firm – starting a career-long string of
unintentional first female (FF) roles.
After qualifying, I spent almost twenty years
in private practice. I also occupied the role
of secretary to my local law society (FF) and
regularly chaired the local law societies’ annual
conference (FF), so putting myself forward to join
Law Society council was a natural next step.

There was some turbulence at the top of the
Law Society at the time, and given my chairing
and organisational experience, I was encouraged
to stand for election as deputy vice president.
I probably would not have done that without
the encouragement of male colleagues – who
occupied all the positions of influence at the
time – not because I was a woman but because
I had only been on council a year and it was
unusual to stand so soon.

In 1918, women over 30, subject to voting
registrations requirement, gained the right
to vote and in 1919, the Sex Disqualification
(Removal) Act enabled women to become
solicitors, barristers, jurors and magistrates for
the first time – both giant steps forwards for
gender equality.
These acts served as a beacon of hope for the
millions of women who had been denied the
right to vote and given limited employment
opportunities simply because of their gender.
But 100 years later women still languish behind
men in pay, political representation, access to
justice and in the work place – including legal
services.
Whilst gender equality in the profession has
come a long way, there is still much further to
go.

The 2000 election was amongst the whole
profession and evidently my thoughts as to
how the society should be run struck a chord –
perhaps because of the increasing number of
women entering the profession by then.
Becoming the first woman president of the
society was not a conscious statement on my
part. I simply felt I had the right skills for the
role.
Representing such a large and diverse
profession internationally was a highlight of
my career. I am grateful to all the people who
supported me and to the women who wrote
expressing their thanks for breaking the glass
ceiling.
Nelson Mandela famously wrote: ‘It always
seems impossible until it’s done.’ I feel
enormously proud that twenty years on from
my presidency, Stephanie Boyce will become the
sixth female president in 2021 – proving that
women in leadership in the law are here to stay.

>>

Women play a vital role in the legal profession.
Each and every one of us must play our part
in ensuring that the best and brightest are
attracted to the law and stay in the profession.
We must all work together to strengthen laws
that counter discrimination and widen access
to justice. The ability to access free or low-cost
legal advice is particularly important for women
who are more likely to experience economic
disadvantage and be less likely to be able to pay
for legal advice.
We must continue to discuss, shape, take
opportunities, support and play our part in
ensuring gender balance at every level of the
law.
I joined council representing the women lawyers
division in 2013, made my first attempt to
become deputy vice president in 2015 and was
successful after my fourth attempt.

As of July 2018, 50.8% of practising solicitors
are women yet women only make up 30.1% of
partners in private practice.

There have only been five female presidents in
the history of the Law Society. I decided to apply
for deputy vice president to give those from
diverse backgrounds the confidence to think of
themselves as a future leader of our profession.

At crucial points in their career trajectory, many
women are voting with their feet and leaving the
profession – often when they have the skills and
experience to make partner.

My role as deputy vice president is a reminder
that regardless of your background, gender,
sexuality or ethnicity you can reach the top of
our profession.

Many female solicitors choose to move in-house,
partly because this is considered a more flexible
and diverse workplace.

Together with CILEx and the Bar Council, we
launched the women in law pledge - created to
bring gender equality to the forefront of the
conversation.

I myself come from an in-house background
– making the move in-house two years after
qualification. My main reason for doing so was
greater flexibility and career development.

Find out more and sign up to the pledge here.

@CNWLAWSOCIETY|CNWLS.CO.UK
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JUNIOR LAWYERS

gu i d a nce:

<<

booze culture campaign
At the start of the year, the Junior Lawyers Division published guidance for firms and individuals on

ALTERNATIVES
T O A L CO HOL

creating a healthy alcohol culture in the legal profession, designed to specifically address how to create a
healthy culture around alcohol in the legal profession and equip organisations to foster mindful drinking
attitudes.

In January 2020, the JLD launched best practice
guidance for employers on how to approach alcohol
in the workplace: ‘Creating a Healthy Alcohol Culture
in the Legal Profession: Guidance for Firms and
Individuals’.
A common calendar entry of many lawyers and
other professionals is ‘Drinks with [X]’.
However, there are growing concerns about the
effect of alcohol consumption on our profession.
The JLD’s Booze Culture campaign aims to raise
awareness of these issues and suggest alternative
approaches for work and social lives.
As a profession there is a collective responsibility
to make positive change and choice easier for
our members, clients and intermediaries. By
adopting some or all of the recommendations in
this guidance, we can all contribute to a healthier
culture.
The guidance has recommendations for firms,
organisations and individuals, including suggestions
for networking activities that do not focus on
alcohol, tips for negotiating with caterers and
alternative labels for events instead of “drinks”.

Some of the key areas where alcohol can have a
negative impact include:

Author of the guidance, Law Society Council
member for the JLD Laura Uberoi, reports:

Here are some tried and tested alternatives
compiled by the JLD.

Mental and physical health – statistics from the
City of London’s Business Healthy 2017 initiative
highlighted that harmful drinking is the biggest
risk factor for death, ill-health and disability among
15-49-year-olds in the UK

“Our intention is not to stop people drinking
alcohol altogether – that is a choice for individuals.
Instead, it is promoting awareness and creating
opportunities to foster a healthier, more inclusive
approach to work-related activities.

Please be mindful of those with visible and
invisible disabilities when organising any
event:

Bullying and harassment – a recent study from
the International Bar Association shows that many
incidents of bullying and harassment at work
involve alcohol

“Changing drinking habits and taking responsibility
for not getting drunk is left to the individual.
However, as a profession, there is a collective
responsibility to make positive change and choice
easier for our members, clients and intermediaries.

Diversity and inclusion – many people can be
excluded from alcohol related events for a variety
of reasons including health, religion and personal
choice
Productivity – it’s estimated that 3%-5% of all
absences – up to 17 million working days – are lost
each year due to alcohol, costing the economy more
than £7.3bn
The JLD noted they had received lots of feedback
from organisations and individuals who want to
host internal and external events that do not focus
on alcohol but do not know what to do.

“It’s worth flagging early that we are not trying to
stop individuals drinking alcohol altogether. We’re
trying to promote insight and choice and create a
healthier, more inclusive approach to work-related
activities.”
The guidance follows the work of the JLD and former
Council member, Kayleigh Leonie, on the mental
health and wellbeing of junior lawyers, including
an annual survey that highlighted that alcohol is a
contributing factor to mental ill-health in the legal
profession.
To celebrate the launch of the publication, the JLD
only served alcohol-free drinks at its events during
January 2020.

It also covers why addressing the drinking culture
is important, including health benefits, reduction
in bullying and harassment incidents, promoting
diversity and inclusion, and increasing productivity.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sports requiring minimal exertion – mini
golf, boules, bowling, go-karting, darts,
ping pong
Sports requiring more exertion – rounders,
mixed football, touch rugby, mixed netball
Guided tours – including museums and
galleries
Treasure hunt
Arts and crafts – including hat making,
drawing, sculpting and painting classes
Tea ceremonies
Food tasting and/or making – including
chocolate, cheese, pizza or cake decorating
Magic trick masterclass
Volunteering – such as helping out at your
local homeless shelter or foodbank
Escape rooms
Seminars
Speed networking
Quizzes

If you have any other suggestions, let us know
and we’ll add them to our list.

The report can be viewed on the CNWLS website.

>>
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W h at i s tTO
h eTHE
QUESTIONS
t ot al c GENERAL
ost o f
COUNSEL
p r i n t i n yo u r
l aw fi r m ?

Below are excerpts from oral questions to the Counsel
General, Jeremy Miles AM, on 7th January 2020 about
the Welsh Government’s legislative powers in relation to
leasehold tenures on houses:

a year for change

BY

Q. David Melding AM (South Wales Central): What
SHARPLES GROUP
assessment has the Counsel General made of the
Welsh Government’s legislative powers in relation to
Steve tenures
Lowndes,
Director at Sharples Group,
leasehold
onSales
houses?

BY
SEARCH ACUMEN

on the Print Consultation and how it will give you

<<

Andrew Lloyd, Managing Director, Search Acumen, considers what
2020 will bring for property data innovation.
While 2019 may be remembered as a year of
Brexit-fuelled delays and indecision on a national
level, many in the property and legal industries will
hope 2020 heralds a year where pent-up demand
can be converted into business growth.
As many well-publicised technologies become
market-ready, we see 2020 as one of action and
acceleration to deliver property data innovation.

readers will know, this has been core to our
thinking since day one.
All these strong, positive sentiments coming out
of the public sector this year promise a lot of good
things for 2020. But will the private sector hold
up its end of the bargain and be ready to use the
technology it’s been talking about over the last few
years?

A PUBLIC PROPTECH-DRIVEN VISION FOR
PROPERTY
In October, Minister for Housing and Planning
Esther McVey announced bold plans to bring the
property sector into the 21st century. In particular,
she noted the need for reforms in how brownfield
data is managed and published; the ability for
industry to see Compulsory Purchase Order (CPO)
data; and making things like energy performance
certificates and the square footage information of
properties more easily available.

PROPTECH TALK BECOMES REALITY
For us and other forward-thinking proptech firms,
artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning and
automation will be a major theme of the year.

The Government also launched a new proptech
innovation advisory council to support the digital
transformation of the property sector in the UK.
For its part, HM Land Registry (HMLR) has
announced that it is now consulting on how to
begin integrating distributed ledger technology into
its proposition.

2020 will bring greater expectations on firms to
deliver.

As McVey said when she announced the
government plans: “The UK property sector is on
the cusp of a digital revolution. It’s time to harness
new technology to unlock land and unleash the
potential.” We couldn’t agree more – as regular

AI tools will increasingly appear within the
workflows of larger law firms to speed up and
enhance the legal work of transacting property.
While there has been a lot of talk around AI, very
few are walking the walk and turning the hype into
impact.

We’ll also begin to see the hype around blockchain
finally coalesce into wider action in 2020, at least in
the property sector.
Throughout 2019 we took part in a groundbreaking project with Coadjute that saw a host of
forward-thinking property firms partner to create a
test blockchain system.

>>

In spring of 2019, we worked on the very
first UK project with the likes of Barclays and
Clifford Chance to show that blockchain can be
used to better execute a property transaction.
Then, more recently on a second project with
NatWest to put the mortgage and homebuying
cases onto a distributed ledger.
TECHNOLOGY WILL DRIVE 2020 BUSINESS
GAINS
Transformative technologies will streamline
and accelerate vital legal real estate processes;
in fact, for some firms they already have.
Much of our time in 2019 has been spent
working with forward-thinking legal businesses
that have embraced new digital ways of doing
their job as we see the next generation of
property law come to fruition.
It’s not always been straightforward and we’ve
gained vital experience along the way, but the
digitisation of established processes is already
allowing more time for added-value client work.
As a sector, we’ve spent a long time talking
about proptech development. Now it’s time for
the practical benefits to speak for themselves
– and we believe that will happen on a grander
scale in 2020.
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A WEBSITE WITHOUT

LIVE CHAT

IS LIKE A SHOP WITHOUT AN ASSISTANT

On 6th February 2020, the Counties Societies Group
met with the SRA in Birmingham.

BY
MONEYPENNY
Live chat has been used on all major retail and
service websites for several years and provides
a simple way to contact a business or make an
enquiry.
Proven to enhance customer experience and drive
sales, legal firms are now adopting the technology
in a bid to adapt to the changing demands of
clients.
It’s easy to see why popularity is growing so quickly,
with firms such as Lanyon Bowdler reporting
results of 150 legitimate enquiries within the first
two months of investing.
Claire Smith, Head of Business Development at
leading outsourced communications provider
Moneypenny explains why.
CAPTURE LEADS & WEBSITE ROI
Claire said: “A well-timed live chat pop-up can
help to turn website visitors into potential new
clients – at any hour of the day. 41% of the live
chats Moneypenny handles for law firms are new
business enquiries and 38% of queries received
through this channel are outside traditional 9-5
hours.”

COUNTY SOCIETIES
GROUP & SRA

SEAMLESS & STRESS-FREE SET UP
Claire added: “Our expert team handles the whole
set up process, which is quick and simple and
works closely with clients to ensure that all live
chat messages use the firm’s tone of voice.

The County Societies Group was welcomed to the SRA
by their Chief Executive Paul Philip. He set out some
key messages around SRA activity emphasising their
desire for light touch engagement with solicitors and
good channels of communication.

“Lawyers are aware that they must offer a more
digitally-savvy and round-the-clock response to
clients and prospects.”

He said that the SRA was working well with The Law
Society and was focused on creating an environment
where solicitors could be innovative and use the latest
in technology. AML is a key area of activity for the
SRA.

Investing in a new communication channel isn’t
an easy decision to make, so Moneypenny is
encouraging firms to listen to its legal live chat
webinar, which offers valuable insight into the
technology.

The SRA had a new Chair, Anna Bradley, and was
working to provide better customer care. Until now
the SRA had not taken any position on issues such as
Access to Justice, Rule of Law and Advice Deserts. The
SRA were considering looking at, and taking a position
on, one or two of these issues each year.

Claire concluded: “Live chat turns a faceless
website into a tailored and personal client
experience. Clients value this more than ever,
which is why live chat is proven to have the highest
satisfaction of any customer service channel at
75%, compared to 61% for email and 44% for
phone.”
Listen here: https://www.moneypenny.com/uk/
resources/blog/listen-again-dont-let-your-law-firmget-left-behind-live-chat/

There followed several presentations by senior staff
at the SRA:
Enforcement Strategy and reporting concerns, Carol
Westrop, Head of Legal Policy and Advice Stephen
Nelson, Legal Adviser
The presentation formed an interesting discussion
around what to report, when to report and what
might trigger the regulatory function. There was an
emphasis on the need to communicate and where
needed to co-operate with the SRA who are not
looking to catch people out.
When deciding whether to pursue regulatory action
the SRA will consider the seniority and experience of
the individual. Dishonesty is never acceptable and
will result in action. In respect of matters within an
individual’s private life it will be considered if close to
professional life.

SRA expect firms to look at the guidance. New
guidance is due to be given around the issue of billing
for disbursements under the new SARs.
Customer information – Transparency Rules and
clickable logo, Richard Williams, Policy Associate
Discussion around current rules. There are still many
firms who are either non-compliant or only partially
compliant with the transparency rules. There are no
plans to increase the scope of these rules, but it is
hoped that firms will extend this practice through
client demand.
Reassurance about the clickable logo. The SRA do not
retain any of the associated data.
Solicitors Qualifying Exam, Julie Brannan, Director of
Education & Training
One driver for a single uniform point of entry to the
profession is the variable pass rate of existing LPC
providers: 40% to 100%. As they set and mark their
own papers there is no overarching guarantee of
consistency.
The SQE will go live in Autumn 2021. Each candidate
will need to have a solicitor sign off their time
served. Competency will be measured through the
examinations.
Those present were asked their opinion about
different approaches to assessment.
Anti-Money Laundering, Zoë Allen-Robinson, AML
Project Team Leader Andrew Bryan, AML Project
Officer
This is a focus for the SRA who are looking for a
genuine and thoughtful AML risk assessment.
Comprehensive slides were produced and circulated
to accompany each presentation.
@CNWLAWSOCIETY|CNWLS.CO.UK

BUSINESS INSIGHT
THANK YOU

TAKE THE ALTERNATIVE
ROUTE FOR BUSINESS
FINANCE
BY
BATHGATE FINANCE

Like businesses across all sectors in the region, the
way law firms access finance is changing. For SMEs
in particular the funding landscape has changed
dramatically since the global financial crisis in 2008
sparked a decline in lending by UK banks.

more options and greater flexibility to legal
businesses than banks ever did. Awareness of the
breadth of options available and getting the right
advice is key to finding the best finance solution for
your firm.

That decline continued into the 2010s, with banks
showing a distinct lack of willingness to lend to
the legal sector after the demise of a number of
high-profile firms. A wealth of alternative finance
solutions sprang up, yet the bank remained, and
still does remain, many legal professionals’ first
port of call when it comes to business finance.

“The options can be overwhelming, so sourcing
successful funding in this new decade will come
down to three things. Innovation, collaboration and
expert guidance.

This may partially be due to the age of firms and
even the age of senior staff in the legal profession.
A 2019 SME survey revealed that 60% of businesses
established 10 - 20 years ago approached their
banks first when seeking funding, rising to 71% for
those over 35 years old. This trend also continued
where business decision makers were aged 55 or
older.
Whatever the underlying reason for loyalty to
traditional finance, many firm owners are missing
a trick. Legal firms are complex businesses with
a range of potential funding needs, from finance
to support cash flow, partnership tax and VAT,
to funding to service aged debt and works in
progress, partner buy in/buyout and team or
premises expansion.
Chris McLoughlin, from Bathgate Business Finance,
says: “New and alternative finance sources provide

“Legal firms need guidance that can navigate not
only the complexities of their businesses, but
also that of the current and ever-shifting funding
landscape, in order to broker truly effective and
collaborative deals, which may combine a number
of lenders and approaches.”
Accessing alternative finance will be equally as
important and no less challenging for new firms
springing up in the region.
Chris continued: “Last year the Law Gazette
reported that more than 500 firms were expected
to open in 2020, as lawyers left larger practices
to set up solo. These new businesses will face a
real challenge sourcing bank finance, with plenty
of hoops to jump though and no guarantee of
support in the end.
“We predict that many of these start-ups will
turn to alternative funding sources for faster and
more effective solutions to cover set-up costs and
support cashflow.”

TO OUR SPONSORS
Further information about our sponsors and discounts
available to CNWLS members can be found on our website.

SEARCH ACUMEN
Data insight providers to
conveyancers and commercial
property lawyers, Search Acumen
challenge industry convention by
combining emerging technology
and data. They are commited to
re-engineering the property due
diligence experience to help their
clients work more effectively
and efficiently to deliver better
outcomes for their customers.

MONEYPENNY
Provide first-class customer service
and never miss a new enquiry.
Your Moneypenny receptionists are
handpicked from our legal team,
and answer all calls and chats 24/7,
or provide support for the calls and
chats your own team can’t get to.

DUAL

RILIANCE GROUP

DUAL Asset specialises in
comprehensive insurance solutions
to protect assets, real estate, shares
and inherited assets from legal and
ownership risks.
They also have a unique site, Mylegal-indemnity-shop.com which
is an online service, offering a
choice of quotes for legal indemnity
insurance for residential and
commercial properties in England &
Wales from their panel of Insurers.

Our unique and flexible training
services provide access to online
training, complete learning
management, bespoke content and
course creation. In addition, you
can track and record third party
training and gain access to industry
experts for compliance health
checks and policy reviews, enabling
us to offer a tailor-made range of
training services.

TLO RISK SERVICES

HOWARD WORTH

TLO Risk Services are specialist
privately owned insurance brokers
to the legal sector, from legal
consultants through to barristers
and law firms. It is what we do all
day, every day. We have significant
professional indemnity insurance
and risk management experience
across the broad spectrum of the
legal sector.

At Howard Worth accountants
and business advisers, we have
a dedicated team that supports
law firms across the North West,
from one director businesses
with a niche specialisation to long
established multi-discipline firms,
our advice and support is designed
to help law firm leaders achieve
their goals.

BATHGATE FINANCE

ROKMAN LAING

As a ‘business to business’ finance
provider, our aim is to give our
customers access to the best advice
and funding we can.
Whatever your business is, we
would love to speak to you. We
know the combination of business
sector, finance requirement and
reasons for funding are reassuringly
diverse nowadays, and we’ll always
try and find business funding that’s
right for you.

Full service marketing agency for
professional service firms.
We’re an intelligent and creative
team dedicated to delivering
strategic, inspired solutions that
are engaging, have impact and
deliver results. Our work is the
result of rigorous insight into our
clients’ firms, their target sectors,
aims and ambitions, built on a solid
foundation of professional services
knowledge and understanding.

WANT TO
BE FEATURED?
With thanks to all of our contributors
for helping to shape this edition.
To be included in the next issue, send
your news, stories, photographs and
updates to our editorial lead:
gill@rokmanlaing.co.uk.

Follow us on Twitter,
LinkedIn & Facebook to
stay up to date with the
latest society events,
news & member offers.

The views and opinions expressed in
this newsletter are those of the authors
and do not necessarily reflect those of
CNWLS.
Produced, designed & edited by
Rokman Laing.
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DELIVERING

MEMBER VALUE
New & enhanced member benefits now available as
part of your corporate membership
Promote your firm
Develop your people
ONLINE EXPOSURE & PRESENCE
The CNWLS website now provides members with new ways to
promote their firms to online audiences. Contribute unlimited
legal articles to our blog to gain digital coverage and search
engine visibility, and profile your firm in the member directory
for clients seeking local experts.
FEATURE IN OUR MEMBERSHIP NEWSLETTER
Submit your news and contribute insight articles to a growing
contact list.
TRAINING & SOCIAL EVENTS
This year a record number of delegates attended our training
events. Next year’s programme will be just as busy, varied
and valuable for members’ professional development. We are
also hosting more social events with other local professional
groups to bring together the legal and business communities.
REPRESENTING YOUR INTERESTS
Committee members are highly active with The Law Society,
both in London and Cardiff, and with other county groups.
We participate extensively on behalf of our membership,
representing the region in national initiatives that affect our
members and the sector as a whole.

CNWLS corporate members can take advantage of these benefits inclusive within their annual membership fee. For
more information about joining or renewing membership, contact:
Treasurer, Andrew Graves: andrew.graves@rowlinsons.co.uk

@cnwlawsociety | cnwls.co.uk

